Exploring the Biological Functionality of Music Throughout Human Evolution and its Potential for Current Clinical Applications in Treating Symptoms of Parkinson’s Disease: A Literature Review

Abstract

Background: Parkinson’s Disease affects approximately 1% of individuals older than 60 years, in the United States alone and causes individuals to suffer a significant reduction in quality of life. In order to combat the negative and progressive symptoms of PD, music therapy interventions including RAS (Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation) and TIMP (Therapeutic Instrumental Music Performance) have been offered as alternative, non-pharmacological therapies to address such symptoms. A literature review pertaining to the evolutionary development human musical capabilities and their connection to the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease would help to uncover biological basis behind such interventions and to further explore additional clinical applications which music might have in this population.

Objectives: The literature review should uncover original biological functions of music throughout the course of human evolution. Additionally, it will hopefully present possibility of additional clinical uses for music therapy in managing the symptoms of those with Parkinson’s Disease.

Methods and Materials: A brief literature review synthesizing the knowledge of at least 10 peer-reviewed articles regarding original biological functionalities of music in humans and its pertinence to PD was conducted over the course of a semester. Outcomes: From the literature review, the effectiveness of RAS was indeed uncovered to have a biological basis as many scholars assume that music arose out of humans’ ability to rhythmically entrain to external stimuli, primarily for survival reasons. Additionally, scholars found that the development of neural pathways related to rhythmic entrainment oftentimes bypass those which are negatively affected by Parkinson’s Disease (primarily those within the basal ganglia network).

Conclusions: Much more research regarding the development of rhythmic entrainment in humans should be conducted to find further clinical applications which can help to manage the symptoms of PD. This is only the beginning of a long capstone project which will hopefully entail hands-on study in the future, and this research will indeed take place next semester.

Background

Parkinson’s Disease affects approximately 1% of individuals over the age of 60 in the United States alone. (cite 1) A diagnosis of this disease frequently means progressive bradykinesia (or slowed body movements), postural instability, rigidity, uncontrollable tremors, and an overall significant reduction in quality of life for the diagnosed. Previous published studies have predicted that the number of individuals with Parkinson’s Disease in the world’s top 10 populous countries will have doubled by 2030 from 2005. (cite 2)

While many medications have been developed to help those diagnosed with this disease to cope with their condition, oftentimes individuals are unable to use pharmacologic means to help reduce their progressive symptoms and therefore sought for alternative therapies for this purpose including music therapy. (cite 3) Various music therapy interventions including RAS (rhythmic auditory stimulation) and TIMP (therapeutic instrumental music performance) have shown promising results in providing non invasive alternative means to help reduce the symptoms in those with Parkinson’s Disease. (cite 3) Clinical trials have demonstrated how such interventions among other music therapy interventions (i.e. drumming, singing, rhythmic auditory stimulation, etc.) have helped improve symptoms of individuals with Parkinson’s Disease in various areas within both motor and non motor (such as emotional and social aspects) spheres. Studies are still being conducted to investigate the reasoning behind the effectiveness of music therapy in treating such a disease. However, many have speculated and confirmed that these interventions can help individuals maintain and restore some motor functionality as the use of music can bypass certain areas of the brain which are most affected by the disease.

A thorough study of human evolution and the development of the unique musical capabilities of Homo sapiens may reveal more about the effectiveness of such interventions and possible additional, potentially more effective, clinical applications within this population.

Objectives

• Synthesize knowledge from published articles online regarding the evolution of the musical capability of humans over time, focusing on brain structure which allow for said capabilities.
• Uncover original biological functions of music
• Explore future clinical applications (if found) of music use to reduce symptoms of Parkinson’s Disease

Methods and Materials

A literature review of recent peer-reviewed articles regarding the original biological functions of music, the evolution of human musical capability, and potential clinical implications stemming from this knowledge will be conducted. At least 10 articles pertaining to these subjects will be studied and their information synthesized to complete this literature review. The parameters for selecting and studying each article are as follows:

• Each article must be peer-reviewed
• Each article must be found from a reputable and reliable database (either Scopus or Springer link within this study)
• Each article must be relatively up-to-date (published within the last 20 years)
• Each article will be selected based on its relevance to the subjects of study (i.e. Parkinson’s Disease, Rhythmic Auditory Stimulation, original biological functions of music etc.)

After each article is selected and studied, information from each will be synthesized within a table (Table 1) in order to evaluate the biological basis of music therapy interventions and additional clinical applications of music for the treatment of Parkinson’s Disease symptoms.

Outcomes

Examining the neurological evolution of humans and the human capacity for musically indeed helped to reveal why RAS and other music therapy interventions have proven effective toward the treatment of Parkinson’s Disease. The literature helped to reveal the inevitable linkage between motor functionality and music receptivity in humans and the biological reasoning behind this. While many scholars debate the original biological function of music within humans, several physical features unique to humans help to explain why our species is so receptive (both in motor as well as cognitive, social, and emotive functions) to music. For example, some scholars propose humans adapted the ability of rhythmic entrainment (or the external perception and predictive replication of a beat) as they evolved bipedality as a means of increased stealth for hunting. Scholars assume this is why humans so easily can “tap” along to a beat or entrain to environmental rhythms seemingly effortlessly. Additionally, scholars found that the development of neural pathways related to rhythmic entrainment oftentimes bypass those which are negatively affected by Parkinson’s Disease (primarily those within the basal ganglia network).

Conclusions and Future Applications

The information synthesized from this literature review have helped to uncover the potential for more music applications in the treatment of Parkinson’s Disease. This literature review was not intended to be an extensive search regarding the implications which understanding the original biological functions of music might have in this population but rather an examination for future study. More research should be conducted regarding the intrinsic relationship between movement and the evolution of human music capability in order to explore additional ways in which motor function might be maintained and managed for those with Parkinson’s Disease.
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